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Where are Afghan Women in peace decisions? 

 
Yet again, during the official visit of the US Special Representative for Afghanistan, Mr. Zalmai 
Khalilzad, to the country and based on his media reports and information, he met with 
influential political figures, government officials and the leadership of the Afghan government 
to discuss specific issues related to the Afghan peace process and make suggestions about the 
future of Afghanistan. But again, unfortunately, civil society and women are sidelined, while 
women previously criticized Khalilzad and repeatedly sharing their suggestions and positions 
with him, demanding their commitment to safeguard meaningful participation of women in the 
peace process. There has been little progress and even no progress has been made in 
considering the representation of women during peace negotiations- their demands, 
suggestions and decision have no say. Consultations with women in the provinces and their 
involvement in the peace process are also taken as negligible, and women’s role from remote 
provinces is also downplayed in this process. 
 
Democracy reflects the will of all citizens in all processes that the United States and other 
nations apply to their governments. For Afghan women, it is questionable and frustrating that, 
in line with Taliban's view, women are ignored in decision-making, with Khalilzad acting as the 
special representative of a powerful country in terms of national and international sovereignty 
and a pro-democracy advocate for Afghan women. Why is there a differential treatment 
towards Afghan women?? 
 
The principles of representation emphasize neutrality, equal agency, and inclusion of all classes. 
The supremacy of one group and the disregard of the other section of society incapacitate 
neutral representation. 
 
Afghan women are moving from the margins to the center of society and politics and do not 
accept any double standards, especially in the peace process, which is considered to be their 
primary right because they have been the main victims of this imposed war, and pledge to raise 
their voices at the negotiating table in any case and with their tireless struggles, and they will 
never go back. 



In writing this letter, Afghan women call on Khalilzad to consider his demands and his position 
as a representative in the National Peace Process at the negotiating table. We also urge the 
new administration of the US Government and the US Embassy not to ignore all segments of 
society in Afghanistan, especially women, in assessing the performance of their representative, 
and to pay particular attention to their commitment to human rights principles. 
 
 
 
 


